
THE SAMIAN
by

Brenda Dickinson

The bulk of the material from the Beeches is Central Gaulish ware of the Antonine period. There
is also a certain amount of East Gaulish ware, some of which could be third-century, and there
are a few South Gaulish and Trajanic and Hadrianic Central Gaulish sherds.

None of the samian has been illustrated since there were no new stamps and no decorated
pieces worth drawing.

Source Date Forms Stamp Nos

Site CQ

South Gaulish Pre-Flavian 24
South Gaulish Early Flavian 29
South Gaulish Flavian 37 base
Central Gaulish Had. or early Ant. 18/31, 27, 30
Central Gaulish Antonine, mostly late 30, 31, 31R, 36, 37, 13, 18

38
43/45, 45, 46, 79, etc, 17
80, Curle 23

Site CX

South Gaulish Ncr. or early Flav. 18, 27, 29
Central Gaulish Traj. or early Had. 37
Central Gaulish Had. or early Ant. 18/31, 27
Central Gaulish Ant. mostly late 18/31R, 30/37, 31 1,3,19

31R, 33 7, 9, 11
12, 20, 21

36, 37, 38, 38/44,
43/45
44, 45, 46, (Curle 23
rim)
79, 80 variant
Decorated: 37 8

Site CY

South Gaulish
Central Gaulish
Central Gaulish
Central Gaulish

East Gaulish

Flav. or early Traj.
Trajanic
Had. or early Ant.
Ant. mostly late

late second or early
third-century

15/17 or 18, 23, 37 14, 15
37(M de V)
18/31, 27 5
18/31 or 31 4
18/31R, 31, 31R 2
33 16
36, 37, 38, 72,
Curle 15 or 23, Curle
23
Decorated: 37
33, 36, 37, 43/45, 45
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SOl/rce Date Forms Stamp Nos

Site DE

Central Gaulish Had. or early Ant. 27, 37
Central Gaulish Mid-late Ant. 30, 31, 31R, 33, 37,

3S
Ludowici Tg

East Gaulish Late second or early 31, 31R, 32 etc 10
third-century 37, 45

Site DF

South Gaulish First century 15/17
Central Gaulish Had-early Ant. 36 (M de V)
Central Gaulish Antonine 30, 31, 31R, 33
Central Gaulish Late second century 45, 79, SO

Ludowici Tx
East Gaulish Late second or early 33

third century

THE POTTERS' STAMPS

Details of the provenance of each stamp are to be found in the archive.

1. Aeternus 5a,31 [AETER]NII, Lezoux. cA.D. 155-190, CX.
2. Albusa l a, 31R 1 L.BV.St, Lezoux. cA.D. 170-200, CY.
3. Banoluccus lc,31 B1\NOLVQCI), presumbly Lezoux c.A.D. 150-1 SO, CX.
4. Canaus ii,le, lS/31 CANA[IM), Lezoux, cA.D. 140-165, CY.
5. Felix 1I,2a lS/31 (~[FEUX~] presumably Lezoux, c. A. D. 140-170, CX.
6. Graecus ii, la' ,27 GRAECUSF, Chemery-Faulquemont. Trajanic, or early Hadrianic,

CX.
7. lanuaris ii,Sa, 37 [A~VARI, Lezoux. cA.D. 140-1S0, CX.
S. Laxtucissa Sa,37 L X TVICISF retrograde, Lezoux. cA.D. 150-1S0, CX......, ~ ~

9. Peculiaris i,5a,33 [~EF] VUAR·F , Lezoux. cA.D. 140-170, CX.
10. Quartinus la, 32 etc. QV[ARTINVsF], Rheinzabern. Late second- or early

third-century, DE.
11. Reburrus ii,3a,33 REBVRRI.OF, Lezoux. cA.D. 150-170, CX.
12. Reditus 3c,33 REDITI'M, presumably Lezoux. cA.D. 140-170, CX.
13. Rottalus la,33 ROTT1\LIM, Lezoux. cA.D. 160-190, CQ.
14. Severus l-Pud(ens) 3a', 15/17 or is OF SEVER+, presumably La Graufesenque. c.A.D.

70-90, CY.
15. Virilis i,6b 15/17 or is [OF·]VIRILI, La Graufesenque. cA.D. So-lOO CY.
16. Illiterate, on form 33[XII]LLNM, Central Gaulish. Antonine CY.
17. Six-petalled rosette On form 46, Central Gaulish. Antonine CQ.
lS. SIVI on form 33, Central Gaulish. Antonine, CQ.
19. ]1\VUII[ on form 31, Central Gaulish. Antonine, CX.
20. Cl(,l(,>-"\(illiterate) on form 33, Central Gaulish. Antonine, CX.
21. j-·IM on form 33, Central Gaulish. Antonine, CX.



THE COARSE POTTERY
by

Janet Keely

AMPHORA STAMPS

All of the following stamps are from pots which are residual at the Beeches. Information is taken
from Callender, 1965. Not illustrated.

A.S.!. CQ.

M M C (S A E Callender 1139. Possibly M.Memmii Celeris. The nearest parallel in Callender
is fig. 11,31 from Strasbourg. Stamp along the handle of a Dressel 20, Fabric 40.

A.S.2 CX.

M M C Callender 1139f. MMCSUR. Similar to A.S.l and to Callender fig 11,32 from
Corbridge. Stamp along the handle of a Dressel 20, Fabric 40.

A.S.3 CY.

L) QS Callender 922. L.Quinti Secundi in reverse. None illustrated in reverse in Callender.
This stamp is dated to the late first to early second centuries. Stamp along the handle at the
junction of the neck of a Dressel 20, Fabric 40.

THE FABRICS

The type fabric series established by Valery Rigby in CE I and CE II (Rigby 1982a and b) is
continued in this report. Fabrics described in the previous volumes which also occur at the
Beeches are described briefly below, though in certain cases the description has been extended.
Fabrics 1 to 79 are fully described in Rigby 1982a and Fabrics 80 to 116 in Rigby 1982b.

Munsell colours are .given as an approximate guide to the typical colour of the fabric as soil
colour shades are often inadequate. Different firings and varying soil conditions on sites may
further extend the colour range of a fabric. All fabrics were examined with a x20 hand lens.

RESIDUAL FABRIC TYPES

Fabric 6

Savernake ware of late first and second centuries, Rigby 1982a, 153. It is now known that a fabric
similar to Savernake ware was being produced in kilns at Purton to the north-west of Swindon
although little analysis has yet been carried out to check the degree of similarity. No attempt has
been made to disentangle the two in this report so that statistics for Fabric 6 may include some
North Wiltshire vessels (Anderson A. S. 1980, 55).

Fabric 11

Flagon fabric, first century. Rigby 1982a, 155. Only one sherd, site CQ.

Fabric 28/51

Pompeian Red ware; type uncertain. Rigby 1982a, 157-8.
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Fabric 30

Sandy grey ware. Rigby 1982a, 157.

Fabric 35

Fabric used for Dressel 30 amphorae. Rigby 1982a, 157.

Fabric 40

Fabric used for Dressel 20 amphorae. Rigby 1982a, 157.
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Fabric 68

Mortarium fabric, S.E. Kent/N'E. Gaul, late first to second centuries, Rigby 1982a, 160, also
Hartley 1977, 5ff.

Fabric 71B

Mortariurn fabric, probably North Wiltshire, late first century. Rigby 1982a, 160.

Fabric 80

Rhenish wares, second to third centuries. Rigby 1982b, 1/5 DOl.

Fabric 81A

Rough-cast cornice rim beakers. From the Rhineland. Late first to second centuries. Formerly
included with Nene Valley wares. Powdery white fabric, lOYR 8/2, matt brownlblack
colour-coat, 2.5Y 3/0. Occurs on site CX/CY only. Greene 1978,17 and Anderson A.C. 1980.

Fabric 85

North Wiltshire colour-coated ware. Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D03 and Anderson A. S. 1978, 373ff.

Fabric 87

Possibly Colchester colour-coated ware. Only one sherd, site CQ. Rigby 1982b, 115 D03.

Fabric 91

Mancetter-Hartshill mortaria. Rigby 1982b, 1/5 DOS.

Fabric 93

Mortarium of Verecundus, Soller Kreis Duren, Lower Germany, later second century. One
example from site CX. Rigby 1982b, 115 D06.

Fabric 95

Used for closed-forms only. Orange sandy with grey core and matt cream slip. Possibly a North
Wiltshire product, mainly third century. Rigby 1982b 115 D06.

The following fabrics may be residual at the Beeches, but this is not certain. They occur in early
fourth century contexts at the Bath Gate cemetery (Rigby 1982b).

Fabric 88

Orange-brown fabric with grey core and cream slipped surfaces occasionally burnished. This
heavily quartz-gritted fabric with red ferrous inclusions was used mostly for flagons and
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rnortaria. Products occur in Gloucestershire, Avon, Somerset, Dorset, North Wiltshire,
Warwickshire, Worcestershire and South Wales. The forms and trituration grits of the rnortaria
suggest an association with the Oxfordshire potteries and it is suggested in Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D04
that they may be copying Oxfordshire types. Second to third and possibly fourth centuries in
date.

Fabric 97

Virtually identical to Fabric 88, but with unslipped burnished surfaces. It was used for
closed-forms only. Black iron-staining is frequently visible in the fracture. Similar dating to
Fabric 88. Rigby 1982b, 1/5 006.

THE NON-RESIDUAL FABRICS

FINE WARES

Fabric 81

Nene Valley colour-coated ware. Fig 107, 88, and Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D02.

Fabric 82

New Forest colour-coated ware. Fulford fabric la and lb. Body sherds only. Rigby 1982b, 1/5
D02 and Fulford 1975a, 24-5.

Fabric 83

Oxfordshire red/brown colour-coated ware. Rigby 1982b, 1/5 002 and Young 1977 123fT. Due
to waterlogging at the Beeches little of the colour-coat survived. It is by far the most common
table ware on the site. Fig. 104, 1.

Fabric 84

Oxfordshire white-coated ware. Rigby 1982b, 1/5003 and Young 1977, 117ff. Fabric as for
F.83, but with external white slip. None illustrated.

Fabric 90

Oxfordshire white wares. This includes the fine white fabric used for mortaria and 'painted
Parchment' bowls, the coarser fabric used for the 'Coarse White Wares' and the 'Burnt White
Wares' and the very coarse fabric used for 'Gritted White Ware' vessels. Sec Young for full
descriptions and forms. All three types have been grouped together for statistical purposes
although the types are maintained in the relevant tables. Again only interesting vessels are
illustrated as indicated. Fig. 104, 4.

Fabric 105

'Local' colour-coat ware. This is probably an oxidised fabric, 7.5YR 6/6, but secondary or
subsequent firing in a reducing atmosphere frequently produces a grey upper margin, 2.5YR 6/0,
with some examples changing from grey to orange throughout. This 'sandwich' effect is
frequently a characteristic feature of the fabric.

It is a fine-grained sandy ware with no visible tempering. The occasional quartz grains and fine
red or black iron grits up to 0.5mm are naturally-occurring. This is also probably true of the
occasional fine rounded voids up to 0.5mm which arc calcareous. The fabric may be confused
with Fabric 83 and the distinction on sites where both are present may be a subjective one.
External surfaces have a poor quality black-brown colour-coat, 10YR 3/1, although its poor
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survival here may be due to soil conditions. Other forms of decorative treatment known to have
been used on this fabric include rosette stamps in the manner of the Oxfordshire potters. Two
such examples occurred at the Bath Gate cemetery, Rigby 1982b, fig. 50, 212, but none of the
Beeches group was decorated in this way. The principal forms found at the Beeches were
closed-forms, beakers and necked bowls, most of which appear to copy Oxfordshire types
although slight differences afford a distinction.

The examples published in CE II came from upper levels of the cemetery site, thought to date
from the mid-fourth century though largely unstratified (Rigby 1982b, 1-5 G05). At the Beeches
these vessels were confined to levels dated to post-A.D.350 (Period II/Ill) while there was similar
dating evidence from Wycombe, Glos. (Young 1980, 44). Examples of this fabric in a similar
range of forms have been noted on a number of sites in Gloucesrershire, Oxfordshire
(Shakenoak), Warwickshire (Alcester), Worcestershire (Droitwich and Beckford) and Wiltshire
(Wanborough). Kiln sites are as yet unknown. Fig. 104, 5.

BLACK-BURNISHED WARES

Fabric 74

Dorset B.B.1. For detailed references see Rigby 1982a, 160. Only unusual forms are illustrated,
otherwise the Gillam type numbers have been used (Gillam 1970).

Fabric 102

Blue-grey granular quartz-gritted fabric, black burnished surfaces, wheel-thrown. Rigby 1982b,
1/5 D08. One example only from site CX/CY. This vessel and the Bath Gate cemetery examples
were all jars which may have been the only form produced. Since the Beeches sherds were
confined to make-up levels they could well be residual. The fabric occurred in early fourth
century levels at the cemetery.

Fabric 103

This also occurred at the cemetery site outside the Bath Gate, Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D08, but the
description is expanded here. It frequently has a brown-grey core, 10YR 5/2, and orange to grey
margins, 5YR 5/8 to 5Y 5/1, with black burnished surfaces, lOYR 3/1. It has mixed sand
tempering with a close-grained naturally sandy matrix and added coarse water-rolled grey and
brown quartz which becomes prominent on the surfaces when in a worn condition. The amount
of quartz tempering varies but is never abundant. The size of the inclusions is mixed and
ill-sorted, up to 4mm. There are also sparse charcoal flecks up to 2mm and abundant mica, large
flakes of which are visible on the surfaces. The external surfaces were black-coated and
burnished. Production is confined to copies of B.B.1 forms all wheel-thrown except for
fish-dishes. This fabric also occurred in small quantities in early fourth century levels at the
cemetery. Fig. 107, 91.

Fabric 104

Also in Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D08. This has the same colour range and finish as F.103 but the fabric is
non-micaceous. Also at the Beeches much of this fabric had no remaining surfaces and frequently
shaded from orange to grey. It produced the same range ofwheel-thrown forms with hand-made
fish-dishes. Dating evidence is similar to that for F.103. Fig. 107, 94.

Fabric 118
This fabric invariably has a brown core, 2.5Y 3/2, with orange-brown margins, 5YR 5/8, and
black surfaces, 7.5YR 3/0. It has a dense close-grained matrix whose sand content gravitates
towards the surfaces leaving the core sand-free. This is probably naturally-occurring as are the
sparse ill-sorted red iron inclusions up to 2mm. There are also sparse charcoal flecks of similar
size. Occasionally fine mica is visible on the surfaces. The fabric has a distinctly soapy feel and is
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lighter in weight and softer fired than F.119 which it otherwise resembles. Surfaces' have a matt
black coating and frequently exhibit grass or chaff wipe-marks. The vessels produced arc
hand-made and copy B.B.l forms. The jars frequently have wheel-finished rims. Fig. lO8, 116.

The fabric docs not occur in Period I levels at the Beeches and probably belongs to the second
half of the fourth century. An oval fish-dish in a fabric similar to F. 118 has been noted in the
material from the Shakenoak excavations, Oxfordshire (Brodribb, Hands and Walker 1971, I,
fig. 17,11).

Fabric 119

Brown-grey core, 2.5Y 4/2 to 5Y 4/1, frequently with narrow orange margins, 2.5Y 4/6, and
black surfaces, 2.5Y 3/0. Macroscopically the fracture resembles F.104, but the quartz tempering
in F.119 is more abundant, even-sized, well-sorted and finer. Other inclusions, all sparse and in
varying sizes up to 2mm, are red iron, soft dull cream sub-rounded inclusions (no reaction to
acid), charcoal flecks and fine oolitic limestone inclusions suggesting a local source. All arc
ill-sorted.

Superficially the fabric seems to be related to F. 118, but is harder-fired and has added tempering.
The vessels, which also copy B.B.l forms arc all wheel-thrown apart from the fish-dishes; an
exception is a hand-made jar from site CQ which was coil-built, fig. 109, 153. 'Grass' wipe-marks
arc not common and the external surfaces arc well-smoothed though mostly matt.

Although absent from the Bath Gate Cemetery site F.119 occurred in all three periods at the
Beeches perhaps suggesting an appearance around the middle of the fourth century.

Fabric 120

The core is frequently buff in colour, 10YR 5/4, with narrow light-grey margins, 2.5Y 6/2, and
dark grey or black surfaces 2.5Y 3/0. Some examples are fired black throughout. It is a micaceous
fine-grained sandy ware similar in texture to F.98. The fine mica is abundant and clearly visible
on the surfaces though sparse in the fracture. Other inclusions are sparse charcoal flecks, ill-sorted
up to 3mm, also sparse rounded dark grey or brown soft inclusions up to 1.5mm. The smoothed
or burnished surfaces have a characteristic silky finish. All vessels arc wheel-thrown except for
the fish-dishes, and forms copy those of the RB.l repertoire as well as others, notably necked
bead lip jars. Dating evidence is similar to that for F.119 above. Fig. 108, 133.

GREY WARES

Fabric 98

Commonly known as Whitehill Farm ware after the original kiln site west of Swindon whose
products most closely resemble the coarse wares at the Beeches. The colour-range of the grey
wares is from 5Y 6/1 to 2.5YR 5/0. Overfired examples arc noticeable for their dark grey
margins, 2.5Y 4/0, and red-brown core, 2.5YR 4/6. The oxidised fabric is generally light orange
throughout, 5YR 7/8, with an occasional grey core, 5Y 5/1.

The fabric is fine-grained with no deliberate tempering. When overfired it is completely
sand-free and worn examples are frequently micaceous. Fine grey or red iron inclusions up to
lmm are naturally-occurring and frequently give external surfaces a characteristic speckled effect.
Where these have been smoothed or burnished a streaked appearance is created.

The fabric was also recorded in the Bath Gate Cemetery and the forms present on the Beeches
are similar to those illustrated in Rigby 1982b, e.g. fiche 1/5 fig. 44. The grey wares concentrate
on wide-mouthed necked jars while small flanged bowls are the most common oxidised form.
Fig. 106, 84. Surfaces may be smoothed or burnished (sec above) although the Beeches vessels arc
rather soft-fired and lack surface finish almost entirely. By contrast the vessels from the Bath
Gate cemetery were fairly hard-fired and well fmished, but this is almost certainly due to
water-logging at the Beeches. Other forms of surface treatment are mostly cordons and off-sets
On the necks of jars and occasional girth-grooves. Fig. 111, 210.
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From the evidence at the Beeches it would also seem that grey ware vessels formed the bulk of
the Whitehill Farm output while only 25% consisted of oxidised vessels.

In CE II it was noted that Whitehill Farm wares were increasingly important in Cirencester
from the mid-third century (Rigby 1982b, 1/5 008, 012) though it is difficult to be certain of the
start of its demise. It appears to have been the most common grey ware recorded at the Bath Gate
cemetery spanning the mid-third to earlier fourth centuries, but at the Beeches it was the least
important of the three main grey ware fabrics which may indicate a decline in the second half of
the fourth century.

Continuing fieldwork and excavation has shown that there are a number ofkiln groups around
the outskirts of Swindon, the form and fabric of whose vessels appear to be indistinguishable
from those of Whitehill Farm. Until further work has been carried out on the material from these
sites little can be said about when and how many of these North Wiltshire kilns were supplying
the market of Carinilllll or to what extent (Anderson A.S. 1979 and 1980).

Fabric 99

Alice Holt Grey Ware. Rigby 1982b, 1/5 008. A single example on site CY. This was a worn rim
sherd from a storage jar type dated to A.D. 350+ (Lyne and Jefferies 1979, type lC.6). The lack
of further examples at the Beeches suggests that it could be residual. It was not quantifiable by
e.v.e, methods and has been tabulated as present only.

Fabric 115

Late Roman shell-tempered ware. Rigby 1982b, 1/5010. This ubiquitous fourth century coarse
ware is a predominately reduced fabric, black-brown, 5Y 2.5/1 to 5YR 4/3, frequently with
grey-buff-orange patches, 10YR 5/1 to 7.5YR 6/4. A small amount are oxidised throughout,
5YR 6/6. It is a sand-free fabric heavily tempered with particles of shell.

Production is confined to a limited range of forms: jars, bowls and dishes, which are
wheel-thrown and rather soft-fired. External surfaces frequently display horizontal rilling. It
occurs on most fourth century sites in lowland Britain. A brief discussion of the dating of this
pottery is found in the Shakenoak excavation reports (Brodribb, Hands and Walker, 1971, I, 68ff
and 1972, Ill, 54). At the Beeches it is absent from make-up levels suggesting an appearance after
the mid-fourth century. Fig. 111, 203.

Fabric 117

'Gritty Grey Ware'. The colour range is similar to that of the reduced Fabric 98, but frequently
there is a dark blue-grey core, 7.5YR 4/0. Worn examples tend to be buff-brown-grey (e.g.
10YR 6/3; 10YR 4/2). The matrix is fine-grained, similar to F.98, but with added common
medium-grained white quartz up to 1mm.

The surfaces of the Beeches examples have an abrasive gritty feel and can be micaceous
although the lack of surface finish may also be due to soil conditions here. Otherwise where
surfaces remain they have been smoothed over a self-slurry or occasionally a thick light blue-grey
matt slurry or slip has been applied. Other forms of surface treatment include cordons, off-sets
and grooves, as with F.98, but there are also examples of impressed and frilled decoration, fig.
113, 238. The range of forms of these grey wares is broadly similar to that of the Whitehill Farm
grey wares and wide-mouthed necked jars are also the predominant type. However, these tend
more to fat beaded rims which are not common in the repertoire of F.98, e.g. fig. 112, 220.

The source of this fabric is unknown although there are a number of affinities with the
Whitehill Farm products; indeed in a worn condition the two fabrics are superficially
indistinguishable perhaps suggesting a similar region of production. Dr. M. Fulford has
suggested some of the forms are reminiscent of the Alice Holt grey wares, but though the fabric
may share certain characteristics with that of Alice Holt it is unlikely that this region would be
supplying Cirencester with considerable quantities of pottery and the source is more probably a
local one. A single vessel has been attributed to the Alice Holt potteries, see Fabric 99.
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Vessels in Fabric 117 did not occur on any of the sites published in CE 1or in stratified deposits
on sites outside the Bath Gate, CE 11, which date up to c.A.D.330. Production is probably
confined to the later fourth century. Its presence in make-up levels at the Beeches suggests that it
was reaching the town around the middle of the fourth century after which it was certainly more
important than the Whitehill Farm wares at the site.

OXIDISED WARES

Fabric 11, 95
Fabric 97, 88
Fabric 98
Fabric 121, 124, 125

See above
See above
See above
See below

Fabrics 106-10

Severn Valley Wares. Rigby 1982b, 1/5009. These have been grouped together at the Beeches
since their worn condition and small numbers did not make further classification worthwhile.

The colour range of these fabrics is usually orange throughout, 5YR 6/8 to 7.5YR 7/6, or
occasionally with a grey core 2.5YR 5/0. They are generally fine-grained sand-free fabrics some
of which are micaceous and there may be confusion with worn examples of oxidised Fabric 98.

There are insufficient examples to generalise about the forms present at the Beeches, the
majority of which were jars. Although the dating evidence for these products at the Bath Gate
cemetery might suggest that they are residual here at least some of the forms are known to have
continued in production throughout the fourth century (Hassall and Rhodes 1974). None
illustrated.

MISCELLANEOUS FABRICS

The following fabrics were rare at the Beeches and little is known of their sources or dating. For
quantitative purposes they have been classified according to the four fabric groups as indicated.

Fabric 121 (Oxidised Ware)

Orange fabric, 5YR, 6/8, with buff core, 10YR 5/4. It is fine-grained sand-free, and micaceous
with well-sorted COmmon fine black iron inclusions up to l rnm and similar sized sparse red iron
grits or possibly grogs. There are common rounded voids of about Irnrn on the surfaces which
react to acid; also sparse voids from burnt-out vegetation. It has a powdery fcel.

The only form noted was a necked jar with a hooked lip and shoulder rilling as though in
imitation of a shell-tempered jar (F.115). The lip edge had been deliberately smoke-blackened as
in Oxfordshire 'Burnt White Wares' (Young 1977, 113). Sherds found on site CQ and CY
probably account for one vessel. Fig. 111, 200.

Fabric 122 (Grey Ware)

Both oxidised pink (7.5YR 7/6) and reduced grey (2.5Y 6/2) vessels were produced. Open
bodied fabric with a slightly abrasive texture. Abundant well-sorted medium-grained quartz is
mixed with sparse water-rolled pebbles up to 4mm as in F. 104, though here there is a higher
proportion of the finer grains. Some examples also have common ill-sorted red iron inclusions,
1-2mm in size. Necked jars with shoulder rilling and blackened lip edge (cfF.115) were the only
forms noted at the Beeches and the small amount recorded was mostly from site DE/OF. Fig.
III, 197.

Fabric 123 (Grey Ware)

Dark grey core, 5Y 4/1, and brown margins/surfaces, 10YR 4/4. No original surfaces survived.
Dense fine-grained sand-free matrix tempered with common well-sorted fine white quartz,
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sparse limestone up to 0.5mm, common rounded brown grog/clay pellets up to 3mm and large
mica flakes. The only form noted was a jar from site CQ. Fig. 113, 242.

Fabric 124 (Oxidised Ware)

Pink-white fabric, 7.5YR 8/4, with white core, 2.5Y 812. Fine-grained naturally sandy matrix
with fme black iron grits up to 1mrn and black iron staining. There are also sparse to common
inclusions of red iron/grog up to 2mm. There were faint traces of red painted decoration on the
external surface and rim top. The form of the single vessel (site CX) appeared to be copying the
paint-decorated Oxfordshire colour-coat bowl, Young type C77 (Young 1977, Fig. 62) Fig. 106,
68.

Fabric 125 (Oxidised Ware)

Cream-buff ware, 10YR 8/3 to lOYR 7/4, with dark grey core, 2.5Y 3/0. Common well-sorted
inclusions of comminuted shell or shelly limestone are occasionally visible on the surfaces, 0.5 to
4mm in size. Moderate rounded pink and grey translucent quartz are ill-sorted, 1-3mm and more
noticeable on the surfaces than in the fracture; also sparse fine red iron/grog inclusions up to
l mrn.

The external surfaces have traces of a red-brown slip. The only form noted was a flanged bowl
originally thought to be a mortarium. There were three examples only from sites CX and CQ.
Fig 107, 106.

Fabric 126

This is a category for all unidentified amphora fabrics. The illustrated example is described in the
catalogue and classified as Fabric 126A. Fig. 104, 31.

The following fabrics do not occur at the Beeches, but are referred to later in this volume and
so are included here for convenience.

Fabric 133

Micaceous black-burnished ware. Black surfaces, 2.5Y 3/0, with a grey core, 10YR 4/1 -10YR
6/3, but can be grey throughout. It is a hard, smooth sandy fabric with abundant quartz and mica
and occasional sandstone inclusions.

Copies of Dorset B.B.1 products with a black burnished finish are the most common forms
and these first appear in Gloucester in the early third century (Goudge 1982, 39). Present evidence
from Cirencester suggests an appearance in the fourth century here. In the later fourth century
grey ware vessels in this fabric were also produced. Numbers of both black-burnished and grey
wares are relatively small in Cirencester whereas they are prolific in Gloucester and the Severn
Valley where it is regarded as a local ware. The source is not known, but it has been suggested
that this may be in the Forest of Dean (Vince 1980, 96).

Fabric 134

Patchy grey and red-brown surfaces, 5YR 4/1 - 2.5YR 5/4, with a grey-brown core, 5YR 3/1.
Very hard and slightly abrasive with hackly or lumpy fractures. Common black or grey 'nodular'
inclusions characterise this fabric although they have not been positively identified. They
resemble fragments of coal or coke. Moderare to common translucent white quartz and sparse
brown grog are also present. Surfaces are smoothed, but matt.

The only form recorded is a large necked storage jar with everted lip in unstratified levels of the
Abbey (65 BK, Part II). However, a similar fabric has also been recorded at Roughground Farm,
Lechlade, Glos., in levels dating to the first century (information courtesy of S. Green).
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Fabric 137

CIRENCESTER EXCAVATIONS III

Purton storage jars. The fabric is frequently fired unevenly, being patchy grey and orange
throughout, 5Y 6/1 - 5YR 7/6. It is very hard with a powdery feel and lumpy fractures and
surfaces. It is a predominately grog-tempered fabric with occasional iron and quartz inclusions.
Surfaces are smoothed, but left matt.

The fabric was used in the production of necked storage jars at Purton, Wilts. (Anderson, A.S.
1980, 51-58). Evidence from the kiln site suggested a late second century date though it is likely
to have continued in production into the third. A possible example was recorded from the
Ashcroft House site, see Part II.

Fabric 149

From the Bingham Hall site, Part II, 'Pannonische Glasierte Keramik'. David Williams writes:-
An internally lead-glazed mortarium fabric in a hard, fairly rough sandy fabric, light red to

reddish-brown (Munsell 2.5 YR 6/6 to 5/6) outer clay surface, grey core. The internal lead-glaze
is dark green in colour and comes to the bead of the vessel but docs not run over the top and onto
the Range. Beneath the glaze coating, or just poking through in some cases, are rounded white
and glassy trituration grits, the majority of which appear to be composed of grains of quartz and
quartzite. Examination in this section under the petrological microscope shows frequent
well-sorted quartz grains, flecks of mica, some limestone, a little brown hornblende and a scatter
of chloritoid. This fabric is very similar to Fabric A (Arthur & Williams 1981) comprising
lead-glazed mortaria from Caister-by-Yarmouth and Aqileia, where an eastern Alpine source
was tentatively suggested.

SUMMARY OF POTTERY GROUPS

Although stratification at the Beeches was limited, three broad horizons were identified and the
pottery was grouped accordingly. Period I included contexts relating to the construction of the
buildings, for example, floor make-up layers. This was confined to the buildings on sites CQ and
CX/CY, buildings XII, I and XII, 2 respectively. The floor make-up layers consisted largely of
redeposited clay and occupation material presumably quarried from somewhere within the town.
However, it is unlikely that this rubble was derived from fourth century occupation deposits
since over 80% of the fine wares from these levels were identifiably residual, the rest being
Oxfordshire types. In the coarse wares 75% of the B.B.l types were identifiably residual which
agrees well with the fine ware figures.

Period II is also restricted to CQ and CX/CY, including contexts relating to the usc of the site
after their initial construction, but before the deposition of the ubiqnitous rubble layer (layer 1).
Structural alterations and additions are also grouped together within this period. In outdoor areas
Period II pottery need not be derived from direct occupation of the sites and residual types may
be the result of earlier use of the area. Material found in indoor areas may represent refuse and
also quarried building material used for subsequent construction work. The latter would
certainly account for the presence of residual material within the buildings. Only 31% of the fine
wares in this group were recognisably residual while 39% of the B.B.l vessels were also residnal
types. Dating evidence for this period is sparse, but it would seem to indicate use in the later
fourth century although it is not possible to suggest a date range for the group.

Period III is the largest of the three pottery groups and its overall character is similar to that of
Period II in that it consists of refuse derived from use of the sites and residual material from a
number of possible origins. All of the pottery from the site DEIDF is included in this group since
virtually all of it came from above stratified levels. The period III group is largely unstratified.
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Dating evidence for Period I levels on CQ was poor. Sherds of Oxfordshire colour-coat ware and
B.B.l gave a late third century date (see relevant incidence tables) while the presence of a small
amount of Fabric 117 and Fabric 104 suggested a date in the fourth century, possibly after A.D.
330/350. The single coin from these levels was an indeterminate fourth century type.

The concentration ofpottery to the south ofCQ in Period II levels may reflect earlier use of the
site since this was the 'front' of the building and unlikely to have been used as a deliberate
dumping area. Other such areas are confined to the 'back' of the building in the north-east COrner
and are more likely to be derived from its use. Inside CQ the highest density of pottery came
from room VI, the stoke-hole to the bath suite, with 6% of the total Period II pottery on the site.
Although the bath suite itself was probably a later addition to the main structure it was not
possible to offer a date for its construction on the basis of the pottery evidence. Outbuilding.
XXXV contained a substantial amount of pottery from these levels (12% of the total) though it is
difficult to understand this in terms of function. Rubble levels from this structure (Period III)
contained surprisingly little pottery. The latest sherds of Oxfordshire colour-coat ware from
Period II levels were dated A.D. 325+ and A.D. 350+ respectively while there were also three
coins of post-A.D.380 date. These accounted for 13% of the total from Period III levels on site
CQ. The spatial distribution of the pottery from the upper levels suggests that it was derived
from occupation of the site since the two highest concentrations (areas XXVIII and XXXVII)
both respected the limits of the building.

SITE CX/CY, building XII, 2

Three coins dating to A.D. 350+ were recovered from Period I contexts on site CX and a single
coin dated A.D. 337-341 occurred in Period I levels on site CY. The latest sherds were
Oxfordshire colour-coat ware with a bowl sherd, type C61, dating to A.D. 350+ from site CX.
This evidence would seem to place the construction ofbuilding CX/CY and outbuilding XII,2,A
firmly within the second half of the fourth century. The quantity ofpottery from Period II levels
in outdoor area CX XII probably indicates an area of rubbish tipping during occupation of the
site, apparently concealed behind the 'boundary wall' linking CX to CQ. The lack of
stratification over much of site CY precludes the possibility of distinguishing pottery belonging
to this group in either indoor or outdoor areas.

On this site it was felt that probably all of the hypocaust systems were inserted at some time
after the initial construction of the main building thus constituting a secondary phase of use. All
of the pottery associated with these alterations has been grouped into Period II.

lt is interesting to note that where pottery occurs within the building in Period II contexts the
highest densities coincide with the heated rooms. While it is clear that the pottery from room CX
XVI was incorporated in the material used to form the hypocaust blocks, the relatively large
quantities from CX V and CY III came from the fill of the stokehole and the hypocaust channels
nearest to it. Joining sherds were found in CX V and CY III and there is a possibility that this
pottery may in fact have come from rubble levels (Period III) which have gradually fallen into the
cavities beneath the collapsed or removed floor. From Period II levels there was one coin of
post-A.D. 350 date from CX and two of the three coins from CY were of post-A.D. 330 date.
The latest Oxfordshire colour-coated ware from CX/CY was a bowl sherd dated A.D.350+.

Coins dating to post-A.D.380 formed 12% of the total coins recovered from Period III levels
on site CX/CY. Again, the pottery from these levels is likely to be the direct result ofoccupation
on this site as the largest groups occurred at the 'back' of the main structure, around and within
outbuilding XII,2,A whose general character is similar to DE/DF. The nature of the deposits
covering these areas is also similar to the DE/DF deposit and the possibility exists that they were
the result of similar processes. However, the general lack of clear stratification over much of the
outbuilding and surrounding areas makes it difficult to be certain of the sequence of deposition
here. See below.
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SITE DE/DF, building XII, 3

The pottery from this site was originally placed in the Period III group since the DE assemblage
was unmarked, while the material from site DF, which had been marked, formed too small a
group to warrant separate treatment. However, it subsequently became clear that the DE
assemblage formed part of a homogeneous rubbish deposit covering the entire site above all
stratified levels. The excavator confirmed that this was confined to the structure, within the
surviving height of the walls, and lacked discernible tip lines. This suggested that it was not a
large-scale clearance dump but rather a gradual accumulation of domestic refuse. Its inclusion in
the Period III group thus seemed justified. Coins provided a date range of A.D. 375-395 and 15%
were of post-A.D. 380 date.

There are a number of explanations which would account for the presence of relatively large
qnantities of occupation refuse within a structure. These include the movement of rubble across
derelict areas - there is some evidence ofjoining sherds from various parts of the Beeches site.
Secondly, there could have been discarding of rubbish ill situ, perhaps suggesting a low level of
cleanliness or the presence of beaten earth floors which would incorporate considerable amounts
of material. However, the rubbish deposit over DE/DF was found to overlie all stratified levels
and did not contain building rubble. From this and the coin evidence one must adduce that the
most likely explanation is the dumping of waste material inside a disused (and dismantled?)
structure whilst other buildings on the site were still occupied. This need not imply that the
occupants of CQ and CX/CY were responsible for dumping rubbish on DE/DF. The source of
the material is unknown and it could be from a site beyond the perimeter of the excavations.

As already noted the situation at outbuilding XII,2,A is less clear and any of the above
explanations could apply. The pottery from this area has not been dealt with separately but the
distinctive character of the group does emerge from the consideration of the spatial distribution
of types.

The general character of the latest groups from each site was similar and thus it was felt
justifiable to make comparisons between each of them, disregarding the possibility that the
structure DE/DF and its rubbish deposit may not have been associated with the other two sites.
Attempts to distinguish chronological differences between the sites have been made on the basis
of differences between the proportions of individual components of the assemblages since the
close dating of the final occupation phase of CQ and CX/CY was not possible. The date range
obtained from the material on DE/DF was difficult to apply to the other groups (see Discussion).
For the purposes of this assessment the pottery from Period II levels has frequently been
combined with that from Period III since the nature of the former group made it less likely to be
representative, by itself, of the pottery used at the sites. However, its overall character was
similar to that of the later group and was formed by similar processes.

THE FINE WARES

On site CQ 61 % of the fine wares from Period I consisted of types no longer produced in the
fourth century. These included all of the beakers and mortaria. All of the vessel types from
similar levels on site CX/CY were residual except for the bowls (Fabric 83). In the Period II
group on CQ, 31% of the total fine wares were residual types including all of the beakers and just
over a third of the mortaria. This compares well with the fine ware figures from these levels on
CX/CY where the 30% residual pottery again included beakers and mortaria.

The fine wares from Period II contexts at the Beeches formed a slightly different picture. On
CQ a wider range of forms was represented and 17% ofthese was estimated to be residual. When
these types were omitted the most common form represented was the bowl. However, it is
interesting to note that this class of vessel was dominated by Oxfordshire colour-coat wares
(Fabric 83) in which residual forms are difficult to detect since Young's date range for many of
them span the late third and fourth centuries (Young 1977). The types imitating samian plain

I
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forms (C44-6, C48, C51 and C97) are more likely to include residual vessels since the evidence
from the Bath Gate Cemetery site (Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D03) suggests that they were the first to be
introduced into the town after the mid-third century. Certainly, the imitation form 38 is the most
common of the colour-coat bowls at the Beeches.

There was also a wider range of fine ware forms present on site CX/CY from Period III levels
which contained about 9% residual material including mortaria, amphorae and beakers. Again
bowls were the most commonly-occurring form. On site DE/DF both the range and quantity of
fine wares present were considerably smaller than those from equivalent levels on the other two
sites. There was only 3% detectable residual material although much of the obviously residual
pottery was unquantifiable bye. v.e. methods. Bowls and rnortaria were the most common
forms.

RESIDUAL FINE WARES

As already noted these consisted principally of beakers, mortaria and amphorae. The beakers
included a small amount of worn Rhenish types. Motto beaker shcrds and a Gillam form 46
(Gillam 1970) were amongst the types found. Fabric 81A has been so-designated since the fabric
is macroscopically indistinguishable from that of the Nene Valley with which it has frequently
been confused. Recent research has suggested a Rhineland origin for these rough-cast cornice-rim
beakers (Greene 1978, 17) and they may equare with Anderson's Lower Rhineland Fabric 1
(Anderson A.C. 1980, 14). The forms and rim types represented are as Gillams' form 72 and 75
(Gillam 1970) and they are dated to the late first and second centuries. Though totally residual at
the Beeches a representative sample has been illustrated as they form the largest group of such
beakers from the town, fig. 105, 34. At the Beeches they are mostly confined to the make-up
levels of room VIII on site CX and it is interesting to note that they are associated with a similar
number of residual Nene Valley ware beakers (Fabric 81) which suggests the quarrying of
construction material from a rubbish dump of pre-mid-third century date, devoid ofOxfordshire
colour-coat wares. The remaining residual beakers included a small quantity of North Wiltshire
colour-coat ware (Fabric 85) currently dated to the earlier second century (Anderson A.S. 1978,
382fl).

A large proportion of the mortaria from the Beeches were in white or white-coated fabrics
many ofwhich were residual second-third century types. From make-up levels all of the rnortaria
were of residual 'white' wares including Fabrics 68, 71, 88, 90, 91 and 93. Three-quarters of the
mortaria from occupation and rubble deposits (Periods II and III) were 'white' types andjust over
one-third of these were residual. Plotted spatially these figures showed that the lowest proportion
of white types occurred on site CX/CY while site DE/DF had the least residual 'white' types.
The remaining 25% of mortaria from these levels which were red colour-coat wares probably
contain an unidentifed proportion of residual types which would most likely include the
wall-sided types copying Samian form 45. It may be worth noting that from the same levels
about a quarter of the other Oxfordshire mortaria produced after .A.D. 240 (Fabrics 84 and 90)
were residual. The obvious conclusion to be drawn here is that even after the subtraction of
residual figures, the traditional preference for white mortaria seen in earlier periods in Cirencester
would seem to have been maintained in the later fourth century (see Rigby 1982a and b).

Virtually all of the identifiable amphorae on the site were residual Dressel 20 and 30 types in
Fabric 40 and 35 respectively. Of the unidentifiable fabrics (F. 126) only one vessel (F.126A) was
considered by Dr D.P.S. Peacock to be of North African origin, though not Tunisian, and
possibly fourth century in date. This may be the only non-residual amphora on the site. The
illustrated sherds (fig. 104, 31) were found on site CX/CY while most of the body sherds were
recovered from CQ, room XXIX (see catalogue for full description).
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NON-RESIDUAL FINE WARES

The products of the Oxfordshire potteries (Fabrics 83, 84 and 90) outnumbered all other fine
wares present at the Beeches and accounted for the majority offine ware vessels used on the site.
Fabric 83 was the most common, followed by Fabric 90 both ofwhich were concentrated on site
CX/CY while the highest number of white-coated types (Fabric 84) were recovered from site
CQ. Just under 10% of all the colour-coat wares from rubble layers were types introduced after
A.D. 340 (Young 1977) with 7% on CQ, 7% on CX/CY and 14% on DE/DF.

Due to the inadequacies of the site it has not been possible to offer any refinement of the dating
of types put forward by Young and consequently the figures for Fabric 83 conceal unknown
quantities of residual types. There are problems in using residual figures from Oxfordshire white
wares as a guide since the latter were in production as early as the second century. However, by
extracting figures from residual white and white-coated ware types produced after A.D.240 it
may be possible to suggest figures for residual material in the colour-coat wares. It is possible that
as much as 65% of Fabric 83 from make-up levels on the site is residual although the actual
quantity present was negligible. The figures obtained for Periods 11 and III are more likely to be
reliable since colour-coat vessels outnumbered those in the other two fabrics by over 100% in
these levels. It is estimated that possibly 18% of Fabric 83 is residual in this group. From the
above figures it would seem that Oxfordshire colour-coat vessels were in far greater demand than
those of the white and white-coated wares from the same potteries. Since the latter were
principally mortaria the explanation would appear to be a functional one, the demand for table
wares being much higher than for utilitarian vessels. This functional division is emphasised by
the fact that there were over twice as many white mortarium types than red ones from Period
II/III levels when estimated percentages of residual had been subtracted.

Bowls were the most common of the Oxfordshire colour-coat forms, a wide variety of which
occurred on all three sites. Certain of Young's types were conspicuous in their absence,
particularly types C40--42 and also jar types Cl6-19. The dog-bowl type C94 and the flanged
bowl type C93 were also poorly-represented. The Nene Valley potteries appear to have supplied
most of these. The most common colour-coat ware bowl on CQ and CX/CY was the imitation
samian form 38 (Young C51) which, as already noted is the most likely form to contain residual
vessels. It was superceded on DE/DF by the necked types C75-80 which are dated to after
A.D.325 by Young (1977, 166). These variants were virtually non-existant on CQ, but formed
the second most prolific type overall. The virtual lack of colour-coat ware beakers on DE/DF
was also noticeable. Whether there may be chronological implications in these groupings is
uncertain.

One-third of all non-residual Oxfordshire products on the site from Periods 11 and III were
white and white-coated types over half of which consisted of angular-flanged mortariurn types,
M22 and WC7. These were probably the only mortaria in use as all other types were residual
including the small number of possibly fourth century vessels in Fabric 88, fig. 105, 54. It is
interesting that the Oxfordshire mortarium, WC 7, was the most common type present. The
remaining white ware vessels were carinated bowls, P24 and WC3, and miscellaneous jars.
Examples of the latter were few and jars in other fabrics were far more common, see Tables
27-31.

All of the Nene Valley ware vessels from make-up levels at the Beeches were residual second
and third century beaker types (Gillam 1970, figs. 9 and 10). From occupation and rubble levels
these types formed 16% of the total Fabric 81 vessels. The remaining vessels which were in use
on the site consisted mostly of dog-dishes followed by flanged bowls, box bases and lids. These
were all being produced in the fourth century (Hartley 1960), and their presence on the site was
no doubt due to the incompetence of the Oxfordshire potteries in producing these particular
forms. This is also supported by the fact that there were no Nene Valley imitation samian forms
present which, although produced in the fourth century (Hartley 1960) failed to compete with the
adequate Oxfordshire supplies. Nene Valley wares accounted for 7% of the fine wares used on
the site, excluding all residual material (Period 11IIIl).

Vessels in Fabric 105, imitating Oxfordshire colour-coat wares, were almost totally restricted
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to rubble levels on the site (Period III). The bowl sherd from the stokehole fill of CX V is an
exception, but may be intruded from rubble levels. This suggests that its initial appearance
occurred after A.D. 350 although the evidence from the Bath Gate Cemetery site may indicate
production earlier in the fourth century, Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D09. The principal forms copied were
closed-forms similar to Young's type C13, bowls copying types cn and C75 and beakers as type
C22. They represented 8% of the total non-residual fine wares from occupation and rubble levels
which is a measure of their limited success. These vessels could no doubt be regarded as cheap
local alternatives to the quality Oxfordshire products. All drawable vessels have been illustrated.

BLACK-BURNISHED WARES

Setting aside the problem of residual material, black-bumished wares dominated the pottery
groups from all three periods of sites CQ and CX/CY while on site DE/DF they fell second to
grey wares.

For the purposes of quantification the RB.I jar type, Gillam 145 (Gillam 1970, fig. 17), has
been included with those forms believed to have been used on the site since it frequently occurs as
a hybrid with the typologically later types G146-8 (see also Rigby 1982b, 1/5 DOl and Farrar
1968). Of the other B.B.l forms only the undecorated dog-dishes, fish-dishes and arc decorated
and plain flanged bowls comprise the rather limited repertoire in use at the Beeches, all of which
belong to the fourth century (Gillam 1976). All of the remaining types are residual and these
account for an average of75% ofthe B.B.l (F. 74) vessels from Period I levels, 39% from Period
II levels and 24% from Period III rubble levels (see Tables 27-28, 31).

The products copying B.B.I, presumably local, comprised six fabric types although Fabric 102
was probably completely residual. The most prolific was Fabric 104 which also had the widest
range of forms. Only Fabric 118 vessels were completely hand-made and dishes were the
principal form produced, fig. 109, 137. The others were all wheel-thrown wares except for the
oval fish-dishes. Forms copied were those B.B.I forms dated to the fourth century by Gillam
(1976). Only Fabric 120 produced non-B.B.l forms as well, these being necked bead-lip jars, fig.
Ill, 183.

To assess the role played by black-burnished ware vessels at the site all recognisable residual
material was subtracted from calculations. It was not thought necessary to do this for the
imitating black-burnished ware fabrics for a number of reasons. Only Fabrics 102-4 were
encountered at the Bath Gate Cemetery suggesting their production from the early fourth
century (Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D08). Fabric 102 has been omitted as residual since it is confined to
Period I levels, but it would be difficult to detect residual material in the other two fabrics as there
was little typological change in the products being copied during this period. The remaining
three fabrics did not occur at the Bath Gate Cemetery whose stratified groups are thought to end
c.A.D.330, although they were present in make-up levels at the Beeches indicating fourth
century production. Consequently, the local black-burnished wares have been classed as
contemporary with use of the site and therefore 'non-residual'.

Figures for unidentified B.B.l vessels and the non-B.B.I forms of the other fabrics have been
included in the total quantity ofblack-burnished wares considered in the quantitative assessments
that follow. Also on site CQ and CX/CY the totals from Period II and III have been combined
since Period II groups occasionally exhibit anomalies, probably because the deposits are derived
from both occupation and secondary make-up material.

It is clear that, in breaking down black-burnished wares into vessel types, jars or cooking pots
are the most common of the three principal forms in almost all levels on all sites. There are
similar proportions ofjars from occupation/rubbish levels on CQ and CX/CY (51 %) where they
considerably outnumber the two other forms. The pattern is altered slightly on site DE/DF
where the gaps between the proportions of the three vessel types are much reduced. In fact dishes
(34%) are almost as common as jars (40%) with slightly fewer bowls.

In the combined pottery groups from period II and III levels the fabrics copying B.B.l (103-4,
118-20) occupy a fairly consistent proportion of each vessel type from each of the three sites.
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They accounted for 12% of all black-burnished ware bowls and 46% of the dishes. On CQ and
CX/CY jars were followed by dishes then bowls in order of importance. However, on DE/DF
dishes marginally superceded jars although bowls were still the least significant form. From this
it would seem that dishes at least were considered to be of comparable quality to their Dorset
equivalents and provided successful competition. The reverse is true for bowls. In make-up levels
on CQ the pattern was similar to the later levels although in Period I levels on CX/CY there was
an unusually high proportion ofjars in the imitating fabrics (62%) but again this is not thought to
be significant. Overall figures show that 31% of the black-burnished ware vessels used on CQ
were local copies of B.B.l types, with 29% on CX/CY and a relatively high 35% on DE/DF.
Thus, in the latest groups local black-burnished ware vessels accounted for approximately
one-third of this class of pottery which in earlier periods had been supplied entirely by the Dorset
industry.

It is difficult to assess the relative importance of black-burnished wares in an assemblage when
comparing them with other coarse ware fabrics whose residual types arc not easily detected.
However, grey ware Fabric 117 and the late shell-tempered Fabric 115 are considered to be
contemporary with the occupation of the Beeches site containing little or no residual types.
Fabric 98 is the grey ware most likely to contain residual material since the Whitehill Farm kilns
producing it are known to have been in operation from the Antonine period (Anderson A.S.
1979,6). Although B.B.l was marketed in far larger quantities than Fabric 98 and its vessels may
have had different uses, it was thought that the residual figures obtained for Fabric 74 could
justifiably be applied to those of Fabric 98 as they were in production over a similar length of
time. This ignores the possibility that both Fabric 98 and 74 may be wholly residual at the
Beeches because the problem could not be resolved on the evidence available, so the estimated
amounts of non-residual Fabric 98 have been included.

The result of assessing the relative importance of black-burnished to grey wares in the latest
groups from each site was to show that on both CQ and CX/CY there was a six to four majority
of black-burnished wares. This was reversed on DE/DF where grey wares had a marginal
majority (65%). The Period I deposits showed a clear majority of black-burnished wares (seven
to three) which may be indicative of the gradual decline in importance ofB.B.l (F. 74) in the later
Roman period as suggested by Williams (1977, 206) and Gillam (1976, 63).

GREY WARES

Grey ware Fabrics 5,6 and 41 are all residual at the Beeches although they occur in groups from
all three periods. The single vessel in Fabric 123 may also be residual, fig. 113, 242. Fabric 122
was represented by a small number of vessels but their typological affinities with the jars of
Fabric 115 suggest that they are not residual. Fig. 111, 198.

Whitehall Farm grey ware, which was the predominant grey ware in late third to early fourth
century levels at the Bath Gate cemetery (Rigby 1982b, 1/5 D14) was numerically more
important in make-up levels on this site which raises the possibility that it may be wholly residual
in the overlying levels. Although B.B.l vessels are thought to have been in decline during this
period, sec above, the concentrations of estimated non-residual Whitehill Farm wares on site CQ
coincided with those of the non-residual black-burnished wares and this has been taken to

indicate that they were both in use in the final phase at the Beeches. Non-residual figures for"
Fabric 98 show it to occupy a subordinate position to Fabric 117 over the whole site although
there were only slightly more of the late shell-tempered vessels (Fabric 115). The forms present
arc paralleled in the Bath Gate cemetery (e.g. Rigby 1982b, liS fig 49), but it is probable that only
jars and dishes were actually in use here, the other forms being residual. Hardly encountered on
site CS or CT in the Bath Gate Cemetery were wide-mouthed jars with bead rims, and their
prominence in Period III levels at the Beeches suggests that they were a later introduction. A
selection of most types occurring on the site have been illustrated.

The range of forms produced in Fabric 117 is similar to that of Fabric 98 with the addition of a
small proportion of B.B.l copies including 'cavetto ' jars, flanged bowls and dog-dishes, fig, 110,
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167. Necked jars with bead rims occur more frequently than those in Whitehill Farm ware and
form the dominant jar type of this fabric. As with Fabric 98, jars are the most common vessel
type. The same is true for the late shell-tempered ware, Fabric 115, whose small repertoire of
jars, flanged bowls and dishes is similar to that of Fabric 74 (B.B.l).

Taken as a whole, grey wares (excluding calculated residual material) supply 62% of the jars
used on the site for culinary purposes which leaves a surprisingly small amount in black
burnished wares. The greatest single concentration of these utilitarian vessels and Fabric 115 in
particular, occurs on site DE/DF where almost 80% of the coarse ware jars are grey wares. There
are slightly less from the latest levels around and within outbuilding XII,2,A and the enclosed
yard CY VlIl. This shows that jars were more frequently used than bowls or dishes in food
preparation. Despite the predominance of grey ware jars, black-burnished wares accounted for
an average of70% of all dishes and bowls used on the sites. This may well be due to a decline or
disappearance of B.B.l jars in the late period which has been noted elsewhere.

Late shell-tempered wares (F.115) are comparatively rare on site CQ yet abundant on site
DE/DF. The contemporary gritty grey ware vessels (F.117) share a similar distribution. It is
noticeable that Whitehill Farm grey wares do not share this spatial patterning and few occur in
the same areas. It would seem that the Whitehill Farm industry was in decline at the time the
main Beeches structures were built, c.A. D.350-360. Fabric 117 vessels had just appeared judging
by the small amount present in make-up levels. The preponderance of Fabric 115 on site DE/DF
and its absence from Period I levels suggests that this was a later introduction. Coins have
indicated that the DE/DF deposit accumulated during the period A.D.375-395 and around
A.D.370 seems a likely date for the appearance of these shell-tempered vessels. Similar dating
evidence occurred at Shakenoak, Oxon. (Brodribb, Hands and Walker 1972, III, 54).

If this sequence ofdating is correct the changing proportions of these grey wares across the area
excavated may serve to show the chronological pattern of waste disposal during occupation of
the site. How far this pattern relates to the occupation of the main structures is uncertain and the
situation occurring on site DE/DF makes it unwise to draw any conclusions about this. The
earliest refuse may thus be around the northern outdoor area ofCQ with further dumping in the
enclosed yard, CQ XXVIII, the enclosed yard CY VIII and around the outbuilding XII,2,A.
Later refuse containing some shell-tempered wares occurred outside CQ to a limited extent and
in the northern outdoor area of CX/CY. At this stage the interior of outbuilding XIl,2,A was
probably used for refuse and the even higher proportion of Fabric 115 on site DE/DF indicates
the latest area of waste disposal, whether from occupants of the Beeches or elsewhere.

OXIDISED WARES

The bulk of the oxidised coarse wares at the Beeches is almost certainly residual. There were
proportionately more oxidised wares in make-up levels than in subsequent levels. In Period II/III
levels they represented only 8% of the total pottery recovered including residual material with
the smallest amount occurring on site DE/DF. If, in functional terms, the Oxfordshire potteries
supplied most table ware needs and the grey and black-burnished ware vessels were preferred for
cooking there would perhaps have been little demand for these particular coarse wares.

The vessels in Fabrics 11 and 95 are clearly residual. The Fabric 88 and 97 vessels are less
certainly residual. The mortaria in Fabric 88, which may have been intended as copies of
Oxfordshire white mortaria (F.90), are dated by Mrs K. F. Hartley to the second and third
centuries and most types also occurred at the Bath Gate cemetery (Rigby 1982b, fiche 1/5 fig. 43).
Two mortaria from the Beeches are considered to be possibly fourth century in date and this is no
doubt true ofa single flange-neck flagon type which also appeared in CE II (Rigby 1982b, 1/5 fig.
48, 164). However, the majority of the flagons are third century types and in view of this it is
likely that all of this fabric is residual at the Beeches, its latest appearance being dated at the
cemetery to the earlier fourth century. This would seem to indicate that after prospering for over
a century this industry finally succumbed to the enormous scale of production reached by the
Oxfordshire potteries in the fourth century. Types not illustrated in CE II are included in this
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report, e.g. fig. 106, 74. Three flange-neck flagons in Fabric 97 (probably from the same source as
Fabric 88) occurred on site CQ to which similar dating applies. Fig. 104, 11.

Residual material in the Severn Valley wares is more easily identified. Although it is known
that a number of forms were in production over a long, period (e.g. Webster 1976, 25, type 16)
most of the typical Severn Valley forms arc probably residual here and all were in a generally
worn condition. The curved rimjars may be contemporary with usc of the Beeches since they are
dated to the later fourth century at the new Market Hall site in Gloucester (Hassall and Rhodes
1974, fig. 10, 40). None have been illustrated in this report.

Oxidised Whitehill Farm ware (F.98) is the most common oxidised coarse ware present, but
unlike its reduced counterpart no real estimate of residual types can be made. It is quite likely that
all of the lids, tankards and closed forms arc residual. The closed-forms arc all typical third
century types. Jars and bowls arc the most frequent vessel types and arc more likely to have been
in use; certainly there were no bowls recovered in the grey ware. The jars arc similar to the grey
ware types while the bowls mostly copy samian form 38. A degree of standardisation was
apparently maintained in production of the bowls whose diameters invariably fall between 12 and
14 centimetres.

The remaining oxidised coarse ware Fabrics 121,124, and 125 were rare. The vessel in Fabric
121 appeared to be copying a late shell-tempered ware jar (F.115) whilst the Fabric 124 pot
resembled an Oxfordshire colour-coat ware necked bowl. The three vessels in Fabric 125 were
originally thought to be mortaria but have since been discredited by Mrs K.F. Hartley. All three
fabrics were confined to Period 1II levels and this, as well as their typological attributes, suggests
that they were used on the site.

DISCUSSION

E.v. e. quantification of the surviving Beeches pottery shows in very crude terms that there were
possibly 37 pots incorporated in the make-up material below floors, 26 of which were types no
longer produced in the later fourth century. During the course of its occupation the site
subsequently became littered with 275-276 pots, approximately 59-60 of which were also
rubbish survivials. This leaves the occupants with having used perhaps 215-7 pots during the
time they inhabited the site. These are absolute minimum numbers. Figures taken for the whole
site indicate the relationship of the four fabric groups excluding known and estimated residual
material. Crude figures give 58 fine ware vessels, 75 black-burnished ware vessels, 74 grey ware
and perhaps 9 oxidised coarse ware vessels, but a more complex picture emerges when these arc
plotted spatially.

The fine wares On site DE/OF contained the highest proportion of Oxfordshire colour-coat
ware types dated to after A.D.340 and the lowest proportion of residual fine ware types.
However, the fine ware group as a whole formed a much lower proportion of the non-residual
pottery on the site than the fine wares on CQ or CX/CY. The proportion of black-burnished
wares provided locally was slightly higher on DE/OF than in the other groups although there
was considerably less B.B.l here. Black-burnished wares were fractionally outnumbered by grey
wares on DE/OF while on the other sites they had a definite majority. The pottery from DE/OF
also contained the highest proportion oflate shell-tempered and gritty-grey wares both of which
virtually eclipsed the Whitehill Farm wares, the majority of which occurred on site CQ. Of the
coins, slightly more late issues were recovered from site DE/OF than the other sites. However,
equally-late coins occurred on the other two sites as well as equally-late Oxfordshire colour-coat
types. The proportion of imitation B. B.l fabrics was also generally similar on all sites.

The main point to emerge from these and the preceding considerations is that while all three
pottery groups must have been broadly contemporary at some stage there would appear to be
much less residual material on site DE/OF while there were also larger amounts of obviously late
types in both fine and coarse wares. If one accepts that the pottery group on DE/OF was the
result of waste disposal by the occupants of CQ and CX/CY in the final phase of occupation at
the site, these findings become more comprehensible (sec above). By analogy, the pottery from
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outbuilding CY should also represent the latest material in use since it is similar in character to the
former group. It is also more closely related spatially to occupation in the main buildings. Thus
one could argue that whether or not the DE/DF pottery actually came from the site it remains
representative of the latest pottery types in use there, and by extension, in the town as a whole.

The late Roman fine wares at the Beeches were clearly dominated by the products of the
Oxfordshire potteries. Only two other sources, the Nene Valley and a local industry, provided
an insignificant proportion of the table wares. The majority of bowls, the most common fine
ware vessel, were obtained from Oxfordshire as well as all of the mortaria, flagons and beakers.
These last two appear to have become increasingly rare for there were hardly any on site DE/DF
and they may no longer have been in production by the late fourth century. The numbers of such
vessels supplied by the local colour-coat ware industry was also rather small. Although wine is
thought to have been transported in barrels rather than amphorae in the late period (summary of
evidence in Peacock 1978, 51) the evidence does suggest a fall in wine consumption in
comparison with earlier periods. Certainly the single amphora associated with occupation
(F.126A) probably would not have held wine. This is in marked contrast to earlier periods when
beakers and flagons were much in evidence (Rigby 1982a and b).

Black-burnished wares accounted for over half of all the coarse culinary vessels judged to have
been used on the sites and 34% of the total were provided by the Dorset B.B.l industry and
B.B.l was the single most numerous kitchen ware. Some way behind this was Fabric 117
followed by a collective group ofJocal black-burnished wares. The shell-tempered and Whitehill
Farm wares completed the picture. On this evidence it is difficult to arrive at any conclusions
with regard to late fourth century output of the Dorset industry. Two points have already been
made; first, the proportion of Fabric 74 in make-up levels was much higher than in Period 1I/1II
levels, and second, that while the proportion ofjars in black-burnished wares was comparatively
low on the sites they provided between 80 and 90% of the dishes and bowls, 71 % of which were
in Dorset B.B.l fabric. It is perhaps unwise to base any conclusions on data derived from
make-up levels which will contain anomalies, but the second point suggests that the demand for
B.B.l was still relatively high in this period. It was perhaps more specialised due to the
availability ofother merchandise which was being bought in preference by the Beeches occupants
and this in turn may have been the result of a decline in output of certain Dorset products. The
evidence from site DE/DF appears to bear this out although it does not provide a date for the end
of the industry and the same applies to the Whitehill Farm coarse wares. Certainly both industries
were still in production when the DE/DF deposit was accumulating, but whether they were in
circulation by the end of this period is uncertain. If one accepts that the DE/DF group is slightly
later in date than the CQ group it would certainly seem as though the shell-tempered and
gritty-grey ware products gradually replaced the Whitehill Farm wares during the period of
occupation.

The supplies of oxidised coarse wares also appear to have been dwindling in this late period
judging by the small amounts on DE/DF which also had relatively few fine table wares.

Two other trends in coarse wares should be noted. Although the actual number ofsuch vessels
at the Beeches is small it is apparent that copies of hook-lip shell-tempered jars were being
produced. Fabric 121 could be from either the Severn Valley or Oxfordshire while Fabric 122
could be from the same source as the black-burnished Fabric 104. Another example was noted in
unpublished material from the late roadside ditch on the Dyer Court site, Cirencester and now in
the Corinium Museum (Webster G. 1959, and Corinium Museum Acc. No. A 281). It was in a
local fabric with a hook lip and shoulder rilling. Similar vessels have also been noted in material
from excavations in Swindon, Wilts., in contexts dated by the excavators to post-A.D.370
(Canham and Phillips forthcoming, information from B. Phillips). The apparent absence of
storage jars in the Beeches coarse wares was also noticeable. In earlier periods these vessels were
mostly in Savcrnake wares (Fabric 6 in Rigby 1982a and b), but it is difficult to detect vessels and
fabrics which replaced these products. At Gloucester in the fourth century storage jars occurred
in oolite-tempered wares and Malvernian wheel-thrown wares (e.g. Hassall and Rhodes 1974, fig
32, 12-13 and unpublished work by Alan Vince), but these have not been recorded in
Cirencester.
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The picture of the pottery supply thus presented is one in strong contrast to that seen on earlier
sites in Cirencester where fine wares in particular were obtained from a wide variety ofsources of
which the South and Central Gaulish sarnian potteries were the most important. The pattern is
clearly visible in make-up levels at the Beeches where Oxfordshire colour-coated vessels arc
insignificant. The trend towards greater dependence on a diminished number of sources for the
provision of fine wares is one which probably dates from the mid-third century when the
Oxfordshire potteries began to produce colour-coated vessels. The impressive expansion of the
potteries in the later fourth century has been noted at sites over a wide area and is particularly
striking at Portchester (Fulford 1975b, 285) where the New Forest potteries failed to compete.
However, the dominance of the Oxfordshire industry at Circnccster was due not least to its
proximity to the town where it may be seen almost as a local producer. The increasing
dependence on local supplies for coarse ware vessels in the late fourth century is also illustrated by
the pottery groups from the Beeches and these trends may in turn reflect an overall effort to
reduce costs in the supply of pottery at this time.

POTTERY CATALOGUE

Illustration of the vessels from the Oxfordshire potteries (Fabric 83, 84 and 90) has been restricted
to those from the Beeches included in the corpus of types published by Young (1977). Unusual
and additional types not previously published in either the Oxford corpus or that published by
Gillam (1970) for the Dorset industry (Fabric 74) have also been illustrated. A representative
sample of the remaining excavated pottery has been illustrated including residual or possibly
residual types not published in either CE I or II (Rigby 1982a and b). All vessels arc
wheel-thrown unless otherwise stated. Dates provided by Mrs K. F. Hartley arc initialled
(KF.H.)

Period Fabric Comments

BEECHeS POTTERY CATALOCUE

No. Context

CY V B III

CQ II 1 III
CO X 1

3 CY VIII 1 III
4 CO XII 2 11
5 DE u/a III
6 CO XXXVII III
7 CO XXVIII III
9 DE \lIs III
9 CY V 8 III

10 CO XXVIII III

11 CO XXXVII 3 II
12 CY VIII 26 III
13 ex VII 12 I
14 CQ Xl 1 III
15 CY XIX 74 III
16 DE uls III
17 CY XIX 64 III
18 CY V 8 III
19 ex VI B 4 III
20 CY VIII 26 III
21 DB u/s III
22 DE \lIs III
23 CY v 24 I
24 DE 'lIs III
25 DF III 1 III
26 CY V B III
27 CY VII BIll
28 DE u/s III
29 DE u/s III
30 C'l VII III
31 CQVIl l(-cX) III

CO XXIX 1

32 CY XVl!I \l/6 III
33 ex x B 8 I

HCXXB8

3S ex VIU III
36 ex VIII I
:17 DE uls III

38 ex VIII EfA 9 I
39 ex VII 12 I
40 CX VIII E/A 9 I
41CYI5,6 III
42 CQ II I III

CO IV 2
CO X I

aa
aa
aa
90

105
ee

117
98

?74

97

97
ea
98

lOS
lOS
lOS
lOS
lOS
lOS

"117
117
aa

117
117

98
98

117

""126A

98
61A

61A

61A
61A
61

61A
61A
61A
aa

lOS

Published as Young type Cl.2,
worn
Published as Young type C13.1,
worn
Published as Young type C15.1
Fired pink
Thin matt black colour-coat
Patchy cream slip
Blue-grey slurry finish. Residual
Distorted
Fabric very similar to B.B.I,
?hand-made
Vertical burnish on neck,
horizontal on shoulder
As above
Probably residu...I. Worn
Oxidised, r eaddua I
Distorted

Thin matt blillck colour-coat

Poor black-brown colour-coat
Could be Fabric 117

Vertical burnish on neck
Residua 1

Traces of slurry finish

Vertical burnish on neck
Overfired, residual
Sandy orange fabric with sparse
angular ....hite grits c. 1.51ll11l.
Thin ....hite extern...l Wish.
Powdery, worn. Total of
126 sherds

Although millY be a Nene Valley
product. Residual
Residual. Anderson Fontl 2
IAnderson, A.C. 1980)
As ...beve
As above
!far); red colour-coat. Prob.-.bly
residual
As no. 34
As above

Young type e25

43 eo xxx 1
44 CX VII 12
45 C'1 IV I
46 eo XVI 2
47 ex xx 9-11
49 ex VIlI A 9
49 eo XXXVIl 4

50 OF II I
51 DE: u/s
52 CO XXXVII 1
53 CX XVI e 3
54 CO XLII 5

55 CY uls

56 CY XVII 72

57 CY uls

58 CX XVI 2
CX XVI A 2
CX XX 9-11

59 CX V 3
60 CX VIII A 1

CX XIV 6
61 CY uls

62 CY I 6

63 C>: >:VI 3

64 C'1 XIV
65 DE uls
66 DE uls

67 DE uls
68 CX XIX 11

CX >:XV I
69 CX IV I
70 CX XIX B
71 CY VII 8
72 CX V 3
73 CX XXIV I
74 CX IV 5
75 CY VII 8
76 OF II 1

77 CX XII 11
78 DE uls
79 C>: XVI 0 2

80 CX XVI 4
81 C'( V 20

III 105
I 98

III 99
III 105

I "
I 117

II 198

III 117
III 117
III 798
II 91

III 88

III 68

III 99

III 99

III 83
17

I
II 83

III 83

III 83

III 83

III 93

III 83
III 83
III 83

III 83
III 124

III 83
III 105
III 105
II 105

III 105
II 88

III 105
III 105

11 88
III 88
II 98

96
96

lIro....n slip
Residua I
Residual
Thin matt blllck colour-coat
Residual. Blue-grey slurry finish
croct bt e • ?residual
Residual. P...tchy orange surfaces,
a sandy fobric possibly related
to 98
Worn. Traces of slurry finiah.

As no. 49
Residual. Third century (K.F.H.l
Third century or later (1<.F.H.)
Very ....orn
A.D. 160-260, "Ra pa Ley ve r t arrt "
(K.F.H.) Residual, under fired
pink
Probably fourth century (1<.F.H.)
Slip burnished on flange
Third century or l ...ter (~.F.H.)
Mlltt slip
Published ...s Young type C57.1.
Decorated with illiterate stamp,
r eaf due l
Published liS Young type C61.5
Publiahed as Young type C61. 5.
Worn
Finger nail rouletting, Young
type C75
Published Rs Young type C63.l but
rouletting not illustrllted.
Very worn
Published os Young type C78.18,
worn
Published as Young type Cl15.4
Young type C78
Published ...s Young type C76.1.
Very worn small shcrds - possibly
r eadd ue l . Found after coropt e t i cn
of qu ...ntification, ehe rd s
represented 0.68 e,v,e,
Young type C79
Traces of rcd painted bando
lind scrolls
Young type C79, very worn
No colour-coat survives
Thin brown colour-coat
Traces of red-brown colour-coat
No ccrevr-ccer survives

Thin m...tt brown colour-c~t

Bro....n colour-coat extends to
interior of shoulder, slightly
distorted

Probably residulll, superficial
resemblance to F.117, worn
Residual
Residual
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Worn

Worn

Smoothed exterior surfaces

Worn
Worn

Complete rim circuit. Very worn,
no surfaces survive. Unique
fabric
Published as Young type CI6.5.
Thin brown colour-coat. This
coulil be F.lOS
Oxidiaeil
Oxidised. Worn
As no. 246
A late product of the jcene ve i rev
potteries (information R. Perrinl
Oxiilised
As no. 248
Hand-made. Toole<'! diagonal line
decoration on exterior. Type not
in GiIIam (1970)
Complete vessel, c.f. Young type
W73, a crucible
Similar to no. 252

Complete profile. Light blue
grey slurry finish
Very worn. Possib1y F.l 01 (see
Rigby 1982b, liS 008)
Horizontal smoothing on neck.
Matt slurry finish
Very worn, sherd not quantifiable
by ec vv e , Lyne" oer rer.iee
(19791 type I.C.6
Hanil-llI8ile. B,B.l. Type not in
Gillam (1970)
Thick matt light grey slurry
finish

Very ....orn

No surfaces survive
Probably residual
Very worn
Traces of light grey slurry
finish
Burnt
Probably resiilual
Slightly distorted. Very worn
Slightly distorted
Worn
Over fired

Traces of burnished self-slurry
finish
Oxidised
Prominent external rilling

Overfired

Overfired, distorted
Distorted
Probably a re$idual form
Resiilual
Probably a r es Ldue l form
nd atc r t ed , Smoothed surface
finish with streaking of ferrous
inclusions
Complete profile. Fabric
identification uncertain

Overfireil, distorted
Oxidised. Notched lip edge
Worn
Complete pot founil with Burial
5003. probably a residual form
Very ....orn

Smoothed exterior scr reces ,
ilistorted

Worn surfaces
Dark grey surfaces

Almost complete, rim top missing
Blue-grey slurry finish
Slightly distorteil

Residual

No eur f ecee survive

Form posl'libly resiilual
Slightly distorteil
Matt black surfaces

External rilling
Slightly ilistorted. Fine ril1ing
on shoulder
Coulil be F.122, iilentifiC.'ltion
uncertain
Smoke-blackened lip edge. Fine
rilling on shoulder
Oxiilised
Incised decoration. Sooty
patches on exterior
Scalloped lip eilge

External rilling on shoulder
oxidised. Very worn
Worn. Possibly resiilual
As no. 209

Burnt and worn
Brown exterior surface

II 104
II 98

III 117
III 117
III 117
III 98
III 117
III 117

III 117
111 98

11 I 117
III 117
II 120

III II 7
III 120
III 117
III 98
III 117
III U7
III 117
1I 120

III 117
III 117

III 98
II 81

III 74

III 83

III 117

III 121

III 90

II I 90

III US
III 115
111 115
III 122
III 122

III 115
III 117

III ll5
III 115
III 99
III 122
III llS
III 98
III 98
II 98

III 115
III 115
III 115
III 117
III 117
III 98
III 115
III 98
III 115
III 117

11 98

III 98
III 98
II 98

III 81

1 "H
II 123

III 99

III 117

III 98/117

III 98
III 117
II 98

III 117
II 98

III 117

III 117

II 74

III 98
11 98

III 98
III 117
III 98

1 "II 98
III 98

III 117

II 120
III 98

11 117
II 98

II,III 117
III 117

245 DE u/s
246CQIVI
247COI2
248 CQ XXXVII

241CXI6
CY VII 12
CY VIII 26
CY xrr r 1
CY XVII 1

242 CO VII 4/5
CO XI 5

243 CO XXIII 3

244 CY XII uls

240CXI6

238 DE uls

252 CX XXVI

253 CO XVI 4

239 CY VII

249 CY VII
250CXV3
251 CO V 3

222 CY XIX 64
223 CO XXXVIII
224COIVl
225 OF I 7
226 CO VII I
227 CO XII 6
228 CO III 3
aae cc xx i

230 CQ III 1
CO IV 1

231 CQlI 4
232 DE uls
233CXV3
234 DE u/s
235CQVI2
236 CY IV 14,

15, 16
237 CX XIX B 1

203CYV8
204 DE uls
205DFVI
206 DE uls
207 DF u/a
208 DE uls
209 CY XVII I
210 CQ XXXVII 2
211 CY VII uls
212 CX I I
213 OF uls
214 CQ IV 1
215 DE uls
216 OF uls
217DEu/s
218 CY VIII 26
219CxXIl
220CYV8
221 CO XXXVII 4

194 DE uls
195 DE uls
196 DE uls
197 DE u/s
198 CY VIII 26

199 CO VI 8

200CYV8
CY XVI 8

201 DE uls
202 DE uls

171 CX XVI F 2
172 CX XIII A 8
173 DE u/5
174CYV8
175CYXVI
176 ey VII 8
177 DE u/5
178C1XVI

CY XVI 8
179 CY VIII 26
180CYXVI

18lC1VO
182 C1 VII 8
183COI2
184 CY V 8
185 CY IV 15
186 DF uls
187 DE u/s
188 DE uls
189 CX XXVI
190CXII
191 CX XII 2
192DFIIl
193CQIl

165CXV3
166 CY VIII 26
167 CX XIV 3
168 CX XII 11
169 CX XII 1,2
170 CO XXXVII 1

Probably residual

Purple-grey colour-coat
Burnt

Slightly distorted. worn
Worn
Smooth matt surfaces. Lattice
decoration

No colour-coat survives
Vertical burnish deco re t Lon on
interior
Published as Young type C89.1
Traces of d a r k grey slurry
Tooled scroll on exterior and
unilersiile of base, Black coating
on exterior only
Smoothed surfaces

Hanil-maile. Smoke-blackeneil
exterior surfaces. Probably an
oval 'fish-ilish'
Wipe-marks on exterior surfaces
Hand-made. Wipe-marks on exterior
F.'lint right-angled lattice
decoration. Fabric similar to
Gloucester T.F.5

Thick m.'ltt red slip on exterior
Oxidiseil surfaces, external
rilling
una l t pped . Surface fired brown
Ox i d i s ed surfaces, faint rilling
Burnt. Traces of matt red slip

Oxidise<l. OVerfireil .... ith imprint
of ?rooent's foot on interior
No surface finish survives

H",nd-m",de
Burnt. Faint trace of grey slurry
Hanil-maile
Traces of grey slurry
Very worn
Traces of blue-grey slurry
Young type C94, possibly F.I05
Dllrk purple slip

Worn
Tooled arc decoration

Faint exte~nal rilling
Possibly Young type C93 but may
be F.I05, identification
uncertain. Worn

Hand-made, oval 'fiBh-ilish',
iliameter uncertain. No surfaces
survive
Rilling on exterior eur eecee
Faint rUling on exterior
surfaces
Hend-mede , oval 'fish-dish'.
Broken line indicates diameter of
narrow end of vessel
Hanil-llI8de, oval 'fish-dish'.
IHpe-marks on exterior surfaces
Hand-made , oval 'fish-ilillh'.
Wipe-marks on exterior surfaces.
Diameter shows the narrow end of
the vessel
As no. 148 above but without
.... ipe-marks. ""orn
Hllnil-made. Obtuse lattice
decoration
Hand-maile. Dark grey slurry
finish
Hanil-lI\llde
Hand-mllile, coil-built. Traces of
burnisheil grey slurry on exterior
H.'lnil-maile, wheel-finisheil
Uneven surface finish
Possibly a miniature. Fabric
similar to Gloucester T.F.5
Obtuse lattice decoration
External groove below lip. Matt
black surfaces

Hand-made. This example has addeil
clay pellet tempering and may
represent a separate fabric

Hand-lI\llde
Trace of tooled arc decoration,
very faint
Hand-made. Fine .... ipe-marks on
exterior
Self-slurry finish
No finiSh survives. Slightly
distorteil
Tooleil arc decore t Lon

Oxiiliseil.
All above
Oxiilise<l
Oxiiliseil
Oxiiliseil

"120
10.
10'

125
115
125

115
115
115
8l

9B
9B
9B
9B
9B

9B

118
119

119
119
lOJ

lOJ
lOJ

10<
10<
10<
119

119
120

117
117
117
125
115

104
118
10.
118
117
117
117
8l
Bl

120
120

119
118
lOJ

117
105
117

83
10.
10'

lOJ
10<
120
115

lOJ

110

118

104
104

Bl
lOJ
lOJ
10'
10.
10.
10'
118
119

119

118

118

117
117

115
115

119

118

117

r r r
r r r
r r r
r r r
r r r
r r r
r.r r
r r r
II

r r r
HI

r rr
r r r
r r r

r r r
r r r
r r r

r r r
rr r
r r r
r r r

r r r
r r r
II

r r r

r r r
II

r r r

II

HI
r r r
r r r

r r r
r r r
r r r
HI

II
r r r

r r r
r r r
II

r r r

II
r r r

r r r
r r r
r r r
r r r
r r r

r r r

r r r
r r r

rr r
r r r

II
II
II

r r r
rr r
r r r
r r r

r r r
r r r

rrr
rrr
r r r
rr r
II

HI
r r r
r r r
r r r
r r r
r r r

r r r

r r r
r rr
r r r

99 CX XII 2

109COXl1
109 DE ulB
110COVll

CX 1 I
III DE u/s
112CQVll
113 DE u/s
114 DE u/s

100 DE u/s
101 CO XXVIII

157CQVI2
158 CY I 6

99 CY V 8
99 DE UIB
90 CY V e
91 CO UIB
92 CX XVI C 3
93 CY VIII 26
94 CO XXXVII I
95 CO VI 1
96 CQ XXIX
97 CY V 8
98 CX X E

132 DE u/s
133 DE ulB
134 CQ VI 1
135 CY V 8

102 CO VI 8
CX 1 1
CX IV 1

103 CY XVII I
104 CY 111 10
105 OF u/s
106 CQ VI I
107 DE u/s

148 CY XIII 71

163 CY III a 19
164 CO XI 1

lIS DE ulB
116 CY XVII
)17 DE u/s
118 CY 1 (,
119 DE u/8
120 CX I I
121 CY VII
122 DE u/s
123 C'f r t re 19
124 ex XXVI 2
125 DE u/9

126 OF u/9
127 DE u/s
128CYVO

CY VIII 26
129 DE uls
130 DE u/s
131 CY XII 50

136 CY V
137 CX V
138 CX 1

147CXXIXBl

139 CY XII 50
140 DE u/a
141 CX XII 2
142 CO VI 1

CX XXVI
143 CO IV 1

159 CO XXX
160 DE ulll
161CXV7
162CYV8

149CXli

150 eo VI

lSI CO xr

152 CY XIII 71
153 CO VIlli

154 CY VIII 26
155 CO XXVIII 1
156DFVl

146CYV8

144 CY V 8
145 DE u/B

92 CO XXXVII 3
93 CO XXXVIII A
94 CO XXXVII 2
95 CX I 1
96 CO II 1

CO wall 0'3
97 CY uls
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CIRENCESTER EXCA VAnONS III
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104. Pottery, nos, 1-32 (scale 1:4)
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(
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"106. Pottery, nos. 61-87 (scale 1:4)
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108. Pottery, nos. 110-135 (scale 1:4)
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109. Pottery, nos. 136-160
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110. Pottery, nos. 161-182 (scale 1:4)
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112. Pottery, nos. 213-230 (scale 1:4)
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231-253 (scale 1:4)Pottery, nos.113.
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In file following Ubln " 8tan41 for present but not qu."Ufhble end R for rn1d....1.

TABLE 21, Incidence of Fabric Type. at the Beech". TABLE 28, 11l~lden~e of Veuel !Jpn

FABUC
NUHBER

co
n rn

CX!cr
n

DE/OF
rUG/ TAllK./ 01SII1 tOTAL

PERIOD JUG AKPH. BEAK. cue BCWL KCllT. PLAT. JAR LID lHSC. TYS'1lS

FUIE wAR1!S

BLACK-lIllll.tlISRED IIA1LES

co ,
rr

m

FINE WARES

28/~1 R

" ," ,ee ,
11 ,
80 ,
ai
alA R
sa
83..
""80

"" ,
'"'"

0.19.
0.16

0.44
u.n

0.12

0.33
0.07

L.36
1.53
0.14

0.96
0,07

0.28 0.31
0.16

0.10
0.68 [.46

lo22

6.48 «.as
L~

0.23
3.~ 0.1>6

<

1.31
0.25

0.21
0.81
0.3S

lo6S

'.08
lo29
0.10
0.07
0.26

O. LS
O. S)
0.29
'.<>4
O. L)
2.32 1.L2
0.19

19.37 Ll.S8
2.12 2.0b
0.10

6.26 1.40
0.09

[.70 1.53
0.21 (A)

co

cxrcx

oEIDF

cues

,
n

m

,
n

III

,
rr

r n

2.10 0.53

0.31

3.31 0.91

2.35

0.20

0.19
0.41
1.99

1.06

0.12 0.53
1.18 2.86
3.81 5.03

0.25 0.82
2.02 1.11

13.03 9.75

8.24 3.87

1.34
4.03
4.56

1.32
2.11
8.34

0.01

0.48
L.)2

L.77

1.11
0.89
4.28

3.42
2.93
9.41

0.22 0.04
0.07

0.40 0.17 0.29

0.13
2.L7 0.58 0.10

0.40

3.82
,.'"
7 .4L 0.09

4.48
6.75

18.39

,
s

LO

TOTAL 1.\0 4.58 lL45 4.06 33.~ L7.69 DE/OF o.as 4.79 l>.40 8.67 O. L8

HUCK-BURtl1S11ED Ii'/oRES GREY IIAltES

"'"",
L04
t ra
ue
L20

6.1O

0.14

0.09

9.11 11.70 7.11
O. L3

0.41 0.69 O. re
0.39 2.36 1.01
0.37 0.27

0.82 0.09
0.14 D.SO O.LO

8.97

0.08,."
0.41
'.22
O.H

21.)1 L4.48

1.28 1.44
2.)7 3.48
1.58 0.08
L63
1.n 0.81

ex/CY

r
n

m

,
rr

rn

0.38

0.20

1. 76

0.09

0.09

0.32
0.36

0.19

0.21
0.23

0.17
1:1.15
L~

0.09 2.62 0.27
0.07 5.11 0.29

6.76 0.44

O. L5 4.8L
4.115

1.52 23.35 0.48

,
a
•

TOTAL

GREY \lARES

6.33 10.42 16.34 9.22 11.79 36.34 20.29 DE/OF

OXIDISED WAIlES

4.15 0.21 0.14 L'" 2.91 n.n o. LO

0.20 0.06

5 R 0.)3
6 R 0.38

JO ,

" ,
98 2.SO

"Ll5
H7 0.06

'"'"

0.18
0.24

3.97

0.29

LOO

0.29
0.46 0.49

0.23 0.07
6.06 4.06

0.56
2..)7 0.74

0.15

l.53

0.16
L30

0.51
0.14

0.08
lL56
•

4.65
14.25
0.43

0.26

0.17
4.48

14013
12.14

0.8L

cq

CX/CI

DE/OF

,
rr

m

r
rr

m

LOO
2.23
2.03

:LOI
1.62
L52

1.45

0.26
0.18

O. L6
0.14
0.71

0.23 0.011
0.61
c.ee

0.18 O.LO
0.26
1,74 0.86

1.4l>
0.84 0.52
107l> 0.6S 0.20

0.25
0.78
1.93 0.l4 c.te

0.3l> O. L6

TOTU

onDUED WAtu:S

5.68 9.90 5.65 5.16 21).82 31.99

n ,
88 0.08
95 R "
91 2. 00
98 2.81 L,96

106-110 0.14 D.H

'"'"'"
'JOTAL 3.03 4.38

SAHlAN <JO L2l
HED/P.KED

0.20
0.92 1.95
0.28 "
1.00 0.16
1.)) r.so
1.)1 0.09
'.M
0.12

).67 3.10

)6 241
3L t

0.56.
1.57
0.65

z.so

",

I.".
2.11

'.00
0.35
0.26

o."
7.12

aiz

"

0.12
1.25

0.70
0.16

2.23

,,<
•
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URLE 29 TABLE 30

Incidence of OXfordahire Colour-Coat Ware 'Types, FBbdc 83

CQ
11 III

0.24
1.46

Fig.lL3,2S2-l

2.0&
1.40
3.4&

0.14

O. te
0.06
0.45
0.25

0.08

0.20

2. L2
6.21>
8.38

0.31
0.21
0.42

2.83
0.33
0.21
0.15
1.67

.. 00
0,30
0.29

O.~ 0.37 0.26
0.09 0.30

c"t./cr DEIDF ILLUSTRATION
11 111 111

0.09
0.11 0.29

0.38 0.23
0.32 0.21>

0.110.45
0.39

L"
0,31
0.05

O.lO

co
11 111

L.53 1.~

0.96 3.58 0.66 1.29
2.49 5.12 0.66 1.29

O.OS O.Ll
0.25

0.33

0.29

0.09 0,31
1),13

\.40 1.24
0.13

0.24
0.08

0.08 0.15

0.22

0,05

'.M
F.9O 0.44

0.44

Incidente of 0:r.fordahire IIhUB and White-Coated 'U.re Typ ...
'ab ric 84 and 90

TOUL
TOT"'L
TOIIt..L

,,.
V"

VESSEL

""

"w
"n
H17/18

""."

""Unid""t F. 90
"4
WC4/5

'"Unldent F.84

'"wl4"
VB

."cvz

ea
".

Fig.l0S,41

DE/OF ILLUSnv.nO~

rn

0.65

0.81 Flg.L04,
0.17
0.25 Flg.l04,

1.00 Fig.lM, I

0.13
O.n

0.14

)..S8
0.24

cxtcc
11 111

···0.20

.. 00

0.20

0.58

..

020
en
en
e23124
0'4

'"cae

'"".cas
C29/30
OJ'

'"'"C102

CUP/DISB
cncrm
em

VESSEL

""
CLOSED FORMS

cr
Cl.2

"ce
CD
C"
CIS.l

BF.AKERS

Flll8on! ju,g, pu11ey.....hee1 rill

CLOSED FORKS
Flagon! ju,g, flanged lIouth

0.49

0.08

(1.25
0.37

DE/OF lLLUS,

O. L1

(I.LI>

0.69

0.20

cucc
nrrr

0.11 0.34 0.I>l>

O. L9
0.2& 0.09 O. n

0.07
0.40
2.M 0.50 0,72

0.08

0.11

co
n

'tABU 31

Incidenc" of ll.ll.l Vesnl Typea, Fabrk 74

VESSEL IYPE

."'"
Flat rill, Flatn
Flat rill, chevroo decoratioo 0.03
Crooved flat rill, plaiD 0.06
Crooved nat riB, lattice
Crooved nat ria, arca 0.06
Fla.n&ed, platn 1.88
Flanged, lattice
Flanged, chevron
Flanged, arca 0.24 0.72

Fig.l05, 58
Fig.l05,39 Fig.lOS,60
Fig.l06, 62

.. 84

0.32
0.20 f.106,1>],f.106,65

0.L2 .F.106,1>7,f.101>,~

0.09

1.92 Fia.l06, 61
Fig.l06, 66

0.20
0.13
0.20
0.21

0,06

0.06
0.27
0.44
0.28
0.3S

0.16
0.10
5.01
0.12
0.)0
0.06
0.18
0.14
0."

o.2l

O. t4

0.86
0.06

0.'"

0.00
0.06
0.44

O. LS

0.46

o.u
O. L4

0.06

O.:H

0.35

0.11

0.09 0.06

0.07

0.12 0.97 2.29

044
e44!5

'"C4S16

04'
04'
C4'
C49

"0
C"
cs

'"'"C"ce".cn
en".
'"'"
'"

"'"''

0.40
0.L6 I.l6 6.48 0.25 1.65 19.17

ca

'"CO'

'"".
CO'
".
'"CO'

Cl09
CL12
cua
C1l5.4

KOll'tARLA
co,
co,

"00

atsc
C16.5

C"

'"co,
TOUL

0.06
0.04

0.09

0.12

O.lO 0.99

0.13

0.08
0.09.

0.09
0.46

0.15.
0.19 1.19

0.07
1.l4

0.38

0.t5

O. L3

0.32 Fig.106,L2<)
0.1>8 Fig.108,IL4

0.86

Fig.106,64

.. 00

0.1L

Fig.lt3,244
0.07

1.4L Flg.108,122
11.5l\

Ba.lL/DlSH

nat rill, plain
Flat rill, lattlcB
Flat rill, chevron
Flat rill, chevron/lattice
Flat rill, atca.

DISIlES

Straight-aided, plain
Stralght-dded, lattlce
St ra1ght-a.lded, chevron
Straight-aided, lattlce/chev
Straight-aided, area.
St raight- aided, acor"d lin"
Incipient bead, plain
Incipient b"ad, lattice
Incipient b"ad, chev ron
Inc1plent b"ad, area
Convex profile
Oval fiah-diah

"'"

0.59 0.13
0.07 0.41>
0.15 0.1&

0.14

(1.37 0.11>

0.06 O.ll
0.05
0.09 0.4L

0.09 0.09

0.05
0.24 0.12
0.13

0.51 i.re 0.34
O. L8 0.29
0.1>9
D. L4

a.ri

1.25 (1.45 0.18
O. L2

0.03 0.05

0.44 0.46 0.75

0.84 0.03 0.19
O. Ll

0.01

1.09
0.09
0.10

2.42
0.05

0.11

0.4&
O.tO
(I.ll
0.(18

0.26

2.35

0.05

0.19
0.12
0.28

0.21

C1I8/1l9
C120
G122
C124
G125
G129
e135
Cn5/143
Cll5/145
C142
CI43
G143/14S
GI45
G145/146
G14&
G146/161
GI47
G141/148
Unidentified

LOS 0.79

0.28
0.12

0.38 0.66
1.41 0.40

1.10
(1.43 0.47
(1.07

0.35

0.40

0.75 0.L6 0.3L
0.08 0.22 (I,l)

0.37
0.06 0.10
0.09
0,25 0.10

0.34 0.94 0.47 0,92 1.25
O.Ll

0.(14 0.31
O. te
0.43 0.26 1.38 0.70
0.17 0.07 0.08
0.88 0.13 0.55 3.07 0.50
1.l>5 0.39 2.06 3.10 2.82
1.24 O. LS 0.33 1.12 0.12
0.(17 0.19 1.89 0.40

0.12
0.30

0.18 0.18 0.21 0.11

Lid, diagooal hatching 0.09

F.113,240

F.113,251

TOTH 6.10 9.11 11.70 7.71 8.97 27.51 14.48

III the above tabl"a ••tallda for pn=unt but not quantifl.ble and H. for reaid .... l.


